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Improving Robustness of Pre-trained Language Models
by Counterfactual Explanations

2110440 LUU, Linh Hoai

Recent natural language processing (NLP) techniques have achieved high
performance on various NLP benchmark datasets, primarily due to the sig-
nificant improvement of deep learning [2]. However, the research community
has demonstrated that the NLP models are vulnerable to adversarial at-
tacks [1] and that they are susceptible to adversarial examples and tend to
make incorrect predictions.

One of the existing approaches for improving the robustness of a model is
adversarial training: fine-tuning models on adversarially perturbed examples
that are generated from training instances. However, these perturbed exam-
ples may not be optimal enough to fool target models because the perturbed
examples were not guaranteed to be minimally edited from original instances
and to change the target model’s prediction.

Our hypothesis is adversarial training could make models more robust if
the adversarially perturbed examples have such guarantees. In Explainable
Artificial Intelligence, such perturbed examples are known as counterfactual
explanations. In our work, we investigate the potential of counterfactual
explanations for improving the robustness of NLP models.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We introduce counterfactual adversarial training, a new approach to
adversarial training–using counterfactual explanations to improve the
robustness of NLP models.

• We show that the counterfactual adversarial training improves the ro-
bustness of the original model on Natural Language Inference (NLI)
and Sentiment Analysis (SA), two representative NLP tasks, in both
in-domain and out-of-domain settings.

• We provide an in-depth behavior analysis of counterfactual adversarial
training.
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